Hardware description languages are special purpose programming languages. They are primarily used to specify the behavior of digital systems, and are rapidly replacing traditional digital system design techniques. This is because they allow the designer to concentrate on how the system should operate rather than on implementation details. Hardware description languages allow a digital system to
What are HDL' s?
• A special purpose programming language.
• Primarily for specifying behavior and structure of digital systems.
-Replaces traditional digital design techniques.
-Supports wide range of system abstraction. • Automates design process.
-Requires digital hardware designers to also be programmers.
• HDL synthesized to implement design. • Originally proprietary.
• Now IEEE 1364.
• Dominant language for ASIC's.
-More "real" designs in Verilog.
• Inherently faster simulation than VHDL.
VHDL
• DOD required common HDL to support designs from different vendors.
• DOD contract awarded in 1983.
• Strong Ada influence.
• Public released 1985.
VHDL (cont.)
• Transferred to IEEE in 1986.
• IEEE standard 1076 in 1987.
• Revised standard IEEE 1076-1993. 
VHDL (cont.)
• VHDL more flexible than Verilog.
• Momentum seems to be with VHDL. 
